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SSKE online platform
Prepare for Study to Brazil

Registration form
Agenda
Welcome Kit
Travel Preparation (Guide Bank TTLs and Study Tour Participants / Guide for Academic staff)
Reading Materials

Review Study Brazil

Presentations (all added here)
Photos
Evaluation

Follow-up after Study Tour Brazil

Preparations of National Workshops
Request for information / support
SSKE online platform

- [https://collaboration.worldbank.org/content/sites/collaboration-for-development/en.html](https://collaboration.worldbank.org/content/sites/collaboration-for-development/en.html)
SSKE online platform

Collaboration for Development

Log in to C4D
(If you are not using World Bank Group access)
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Password

Log in to C4D
World Bank Group access only

Click here to log in

(The World Bank Group Staff only, please use your UPI and PassKey)
Sign Up
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SIGN UP
SSKE online platform

• https://collaboration.worldbank.org/content/sites/collaboration-for-development/en/groups/tdlc-technical-deep-dive/groups/iuwm-south-south-knowledge-exchange.html
Action Plans

• Success measured by follow-up actions
• See page 21 of the Welcome Package for guidance
• Key challenges/issues to tackle as follow-up, and strategy/roadmap to tackle these
• Specific action steps needed to achieve objectives
• Follow-up support that might be needed
• PPT: 15 minutes, 8 slides (see page 21 of WP)
• One or two representative to present on Wednesday
National workshops

• See page 32 of Welcome Package
• National workshops in the three countries with many more local stakeholders
• Aligned with action plans, Brazilian experiences
• Move towards integrated long-term planning / strategy
• Indonesia workshop planned for beginning of November 2018
• Ethiopia & Ghana dates TBD